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PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE

Starting 2020 with a Bang!
Shawn Suhr
President

C

AC anticipated the New Year starting with a bang –
legislatively – and we have not been disappointed!

During the opening weeks of the 2020 California legislative session, CAC’s Credit Repair Bill (AB 699), authored by
Assemblymember Tim Grayson, raced through several committees and passed the Assembly floor. This was a great milestone,
achieved as a result of the hard work of many team members,
and was supported by other industries. The tireless work on the
bill will continue as CAC prepares for an upcoming vote in the
Senate in the months ahead.

This proposed new powerful state agency is anticipated to have
the authority to, “protect consumers through enforcement against
unfair, deceptive, and abusive practices,” - Richard Cordray.

Photo by Martin Petras from Pexels

Early in the legislative year, CAC learned that Senator Bob
Wiekowski would intoduce a bill to license debt collectors and
debt buyers. This has happened in the form of Senate Bill 908.

This bill is a complete re-write of the bill introduced by the
Senator last year. This new iteration is far from beneficial for
our membership and the industry. And, just as CAC began
its review and analysis of SB 908, Governor Gavin Newsom
released his Budget Proposal to include restructuring the Department of Business Oversight into what, if the Governor’s
proposal is adopted, will be called the California Department
of Financial Protection and Innovation (DFPI). The Governor
has solicited the aid and support of former CFPB Director
Richard Cordray in making this proposal and shaping the
new state agency.
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GENERAL COUNSEL UPDATE

Legislation – Wall to Wall
Tom Griffin
CAC General Counsel

T

he Legislature reconvened in January, the session got off to a
fast start and it has not slowed down. Here is a review.

Bills
AB 699 (Grayson)
Sponsored by CAC and authored by Assemblymember Timothy
S. Grayson, this bill, if it becomes law, will substantially revise
the 1984 Credit Services Act and will impose new requirements
and restrictions on credit repair agencies such as Lexington Law.
As a two-year bill, AB 699 had to pass through three Committees and the Assembly in January. The schedule was compressed.
CAC’s legislative team members engaged in countless phone calls,
attended numerous meetings, reviewed committee analyses and a
seemingly never-ending stream of emails, and worked late nights
and weekends to insure that CAC did everything necessary to
garner the support required to move the bill out of the Assembly.

(and debt buyers), require collectors to file annual reports and
obligate collectors to maintain a bond, which may be used by
clients who have not received a remittance and consumers who
have sustained damages.
CAC’s legislative team has met with Senator Wieckowski’s
chief of staff, has proposed revisions to the bill and has coordinated its efforts with the debt buyers.
California CFPB
Governor Newsom has proposed the creation of a California
version of the CFPB. Specifically, Governor Newsome proposed
to rename the Department of Business Oversight (“DBO”) as the
Department of Financial Protection and Innovation (“DFPI”).
The Governor has elicited the help of Richard Cordray, the former
director of CFPB, to help transform the DBO into the DFPI and
establish the revised structure of the transformed Departments.

Phew. In the end, the work paid off and the bill has moved to the
Senate. There is still plenty of work to be done to get AB 699 to the
Governor’s desk. But, the first significant steps have been taken.

CAC is part of a coalition that is proposing revisions to the
proposal. And, SB 908 may become the bill to implement the
specific licensing structure within the reorganized DFPI.

In the meantime, CAC continues to consider – with the author
– enhancing the enforcement portion of AB 699 and some at
the Capitol have suggested that the bill should be expanded to
include a licensing feature. If that happens, CAC will revise the
bill and meet with representatives of the Department of Business
Oversight (which administers numerous licensing structures in
California) to determine the structure for the licensing program.
SB 980 (Wieckowski).

Member Updates

SB 908 (Wieckowski)
Senator Wieckowski has introduced a new licensing bill – SB
908. Having let his last bill aimed at licensing the debt collection
industry (SB 750) die on the vine, Senator Wieckowski introduced SB 908 this year. This bill is based on the student loan
servicing licensing bill that was passed a few years ago.
In SB 908, Senator Wieckowski seeks to license debt collectors

6
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CAC recently conducted a phone meeting for all CAC members
to be advise of the efforts, progress and developments regarding SB
908 and the need for a strong presence on Legislative Day (March
23-24). Members can look for this type of phone meeting to happen again and again as this legislative year develops.
Also, CAC has sent, and will continue to send, updates concerning its legislative activities to the members by Google Groups.

Summation
The efforts on these two bills and the Governor’s proposal
continue to require numerous calls, emails and meetings. CAC
is keeping the Board of Governors and recent past presidents informed and seeking their input in regular conference calls. These
calls will continue.

LEGISLATIVE ADVOCATE UPDATE

Cliff Berg
Governmental Advocates

T

he California Legislature returned January 6 from its fall
recess to continue the second year of the 2019-20 Legislative
Session. The end of January was a deadline for bills introduced in 2019 to pass out of the House of origin or die. CAC had
sponsored legislation, AB 699 (Grayson) last year to tighten state
oversight of credit repair organizations, increase consumer protections, provide greater transparency, and prevent deceptive practices.
We spend much of the fall working with Assemblyman’s
Greyson’s staff and the Assembly Banking Committee staff to
craft a bill to accomplish those goals without creating an undue
burden on the operation of legitimate credit repair organizations.
Our bill was amended January 6 with the provisions worked out
during the fall and set for hearing in two policy committees.
Despite opposition from Lexington law, one of the largest credit
repair organizations in the country, and the source of many of
thousands of robo letters bombarding collection agencies, AB
699 passed both the Assembly Banking Committee and the
Assembly Privacy and Consumer Protection Committee then the
Assembly Appropriations Committee, then the Assembly Floor
all before the end of January.
This despite Lexington Law flying into California and hiring a
large lobbying firm. Lexington’s arguments about the bill basically
came down to collection agencies are sponsoring the bill, collection agencies are bad because they try to get consumers to pay
bills, and they are worse than the credit repair industry, so vote no,
it’s a conspiracy to prevent us from helping consumers. This argument did not seem credible to most legislators. Lexington scored
more when they got down to arguing specifics and their most
successful point was that if we require them to identify themselves
in the letter, collection agencies will not be required by federal law
to respond. We are currently working with our author to deal with
this argument, we do not expect the bill to be heard in the
Senate until the Senate committee processes senate bills
introduced this year.
With over 2,628 bills introduced this year or left over
from last year, there will be significant additional
issues for CAC to deal with. One of them is the question of licensure in California. Senator Bob Wieckowski introduced a licensure bill, SB 750 last year
which was sent to the Senate Banking Committee
and never heard. After toying with trying to
move the bill in January the Senator decided

to introduce a new bill, SB 908. It is modeled on the Student Loan
Processor’s law passed a few years ago. We are working with his
staff to see if we can agree on a reasonable bill that does not contain onerous requirements. We have been working closely with the
receivables management association and are in conversations that
are ongoing.
The situation is further complicated by the Governor Gavin Newsome proposing in his state budget greatly expanding the existing
California Department of Business Oversight to be a California
version of the federal Consumer Financial Protection Bureau,
giving the Department a new name, the Department of Financial
Protection and Innovation, and providing it with authority to take
enforcement actions against financial service providers for UDAAP
violations. It is clearly contemplated that the new Department would
have oversight over the collection industry. The Governor has proposed this expansion through the state budget process in the form
of trailer bill language. That language would greatly expand the Departments ability to take enforcement actions and adopt regulations
but lacks specifics. We are working on responding. The Legislature
is degerming whether this proposal should go through the normal
bill process rather than as budget trailer language
With thousands of new bills introduced this year we are sorting
through them to see which measures might impact the industry. There are a significant number of new privacy bills. Privacy
remains a major issue and not only in the form of dozens of new
bills, the California Attorney General is in the middle of adopting
regulations to clarify the current law adopted in the Legislature in
2018 meanwhile a new ballot initiative is being circulated.
Among the many bills introduced this year of interest are AB
3307, which is intended to strengthen consumer protections for
managing unwanted robocalls, AB 23 75 ( Chu) Identity Theft,
AB 2443 (Weber) deceptive Practices debt settlement, AB
2463 (Wicks) enforcement of money judgments, homestead, AB 2524 (Wicks) proraters, AB 2559 (Auer-Kahan) California Financing Law, AB 3277 (Jones-Sawyer) Parking penalties collection 3317 Wicks) Unfair
and deceptive practices, SB 898 (Wieckowski)
Enforcement of judgments: exemptions, SB 908
(Wieckowski) debt collectors Licensing. In addition, there are a significant number of spot bills
like SB 1404 (Durazo) Rosenthal Fair Debt
Collection Practices Act.
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CAC LEGISLATION
OUR DAY ON

THE SOAP BOX

By Joei Conwell

T

here are many roads that could lead someone to the collection industry. For me, it was working in the non-profit
sector trying to make a difference but never feeling like
I truly gained traction for the things I cared about. In January
of 2015, I began working as a collector for Continental Credit
Control. Since then, I have worn a number of hats in my attempt
to help make our agency the best it can be and help shoulder the
changes that impact this industry. It is a road I hope many of
your own collectors have the opportunity to take as their tenure
grows along with their impact.

Photo by dimas aditya on Unsplash

As a collector, I remember taking those difficult calls with
upset consumers and wishing someone would do something
about the public’s perception of collection agencies. I felt that our
team did whatever we could to mitigate frustration and that consumers actually appreciated our efforts once they were open to
working with us. Now, as I complete my program for a degree in
Economics, I can see both the impact on an interpersonal level,
and the economic ramification of distrust between consumers
and agencies.
We are charged with collecting these past due bills and that
naturally creates a contentious relationship between consumers
and collection agents. However, there are things we can do to
show that we are an agency for the consumers as much as we are
an agency for our clients. One of the most important things on
that list is nurturing our relationships with the legislative body.
I attended my first CAC Legislation day in 2018. Of course,
I was nervous and wondering, “How could I contribute to our
efforts in Sacramento?” Luckily, CAC devotes almost half the day
to education alone and I was grouped with leaders who really
understood the issues and how we fit into the big picture.
The first thing on the agenda was a morning meeting with
CAC’s lobbyist, Cliff Berg. He briefed us on the most pressing
8
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issues on our agenda. After the briefing every year we head over
to the Capitol. One by one, we meet with legislatures, whether it
is in their offices, in an annexed library or right in the busy halls.
Regardless of their position along the aisle, each representative
challenged us with their concerns and questions to gain insight
into our industry and its practices.
My specific group, led by Shawn Suhr, was interested in two
bills. Most importantly was AB 1974, a bill aimed at preventing public schools from using collection agencies. We oppose
unfair and retaliatory collection practices in public schools and
naturally, CAC opposed this bill on the grounds that it unfairly
vilifies collection agencies under the guise of protecting stu-

dents and their families. Many of the practices such as denying a
child’s access to the library, posting their names in the cafeteria
denoting past due balances, and withholding transcripts, are not
supported or enforced by collection agencies. Bills like this leave
our industry vulnerable to increased regulations and increasing
restrictions like those we’ve seen year after year.
This example, though a little outdated, perfectly illustrates
why we need to represent ourselves in Sacramento and advocate
for our industry. These restrictive laws are a result of a collection
industry that by and large does not exist anymore. In fact, many
agencies go out of their way to remain compliant, and in some
cases go above and beyond compliance standards; we should be
shouting that from the rooftops of the Capitol. Being compli-

ant and being an ACA and CAC member are synonymous. We
participate in this organization because we want to seek best
practices, and effecting legal change is no different. Attending
Legislation Day constitutes best practices for your business and
this industry; it is important to put faces to our industry.
In many ways, there is great distrust between the public and
collection agencies and every year we endeavor to build the
kinds of relationships that will change that. CAC Legislation
Day showed me that it is our job to mend those relationships
with the public; we can make a difference and gain traction.
One of the best ways we can do that is by educating legislators
about the real-world applications of legislation when it’s our
turn on the soapbox.
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California AG at it Again:

Revised Proposed
CCPA Regulations
By Lauren Valenzuela | Corporate Counsel – Performant Financial Corp.
This article was originally published on insideARM.com

T

he California AG’s Office has been working hard on the
California Consumer Privacy Act’s (CCPA) proposed regulations. On Friday, February 7, 2020, the AG published
revised proposed regulations, and then just three days later, on
February 10th, the AG published revised proposed regulations
again (citing an omission in the February 7th publication).
Many of the revisions are meaningful and show the AG has
been carefully listening and reviewing feedback, as well as
doing its homework. For example, the AG’s Office is required to
disclose what documents and information it relied upon during
the rulemaking process, and the AG has disclosed 20 different
published sources (ranging from studies and legal journals, to
online articles and reports).
While there were many revisions, there were 15 significant
changes that may be of interest to the credit and collections
industry. In this final part, we will cover the final 5 changes. Part
1 covers changes 1-5 and Part 2 covers changed 6-10.

11. Clarifications How to Treat
Requests to Delete

Photo by Andre Hunter on Unsplash

The proposed regulations no longer require a business to
specify the way it deleted personal information. Instead, the
revisions simply require a business to “inform the consumer
whether or not it has complied” with the request. The revisions also clarify that a business “may retain a record of
the request for the purpose of ensuring that the consumer’s
personal information remains deleted from the business’s
records.” The revisions also added that if a business denies a
consumer’s request to delete, it must not only “describe the
basis for the denial” but also explain any “conflict with federal or state law, or exception to the CCPA, unless prohibited
from doing so by law.”

12. Clarifications for Service Providers
The revisions made some practical changes to what service
providers may do with personal information it receives from
its customers, without the service provider traversing into the
realm of being a third party. For example, the revisions clarify
that a service provider may use their customer’s personal
information for retaining and employing other service providers as subcontractors (provided the subcontractor meets
the requirements for a service provider). The revisions also
10
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allow service providers to use personal information for their
own internal use, including building or improving the quality
of their services, “provided that the use does not include
building or modifying household or consumer profiles, or
cleaning or augmenting data acquired from another source.”
It also allows service providers to use personal information
to “detect security incidents or protect against fraudulent or
illegal activity.”

Another significant revision made to the proposed regulations is that it no longer requires a service provider to respond
to requests to know or delete. Instead, a service provider has the
option to either “act on behalf of the business” by responding to
the request or informing “the consumer that the request cannot
be acted upon because the request has been sent to a service
provider.” Accordingly, it behooves service providers to clarify
with their clients how they should treat requests received directly
from consumers.

13. Setting the Accessibility
Standards to be Followed
The revisions incorporate by reference the Web Content Accessibility Guidelines (“WCAG”), version 2.1 of June 5, 2018, from
the World Wide Web Consortium. If the CCPA requires any
information or notices online, the revisions make clear all such
content must follow WCAG. The revisions provide for all other
contexts, a business is still required to “provide information on
how a consumer with a disability may access the notice in an
alternative format.”

14. Changes to Reporting Threshold
The original proposed regulations used to require that a business which buys, receives, sells or shares, for commercial purposes, the personal information of 4,000,000 or more consumers annually would be required to compile and report certain metrics.
The revisions bumped the number up to 10,000,000 and clarified
that it is 10,000,000 in a calendar year.

15. How to Treat Household Requests
and Requests from Authorized Agents
Given the sensitive nature of personal information, there was
quite a stir surrounding how to handle requests for household personal information and requests from consumer’s authorized agents.
The revisions fortified guidance on both topics.
For households, the definition was revamped to a “person
or group of people who: (1) reside at the same address, (2)
share a common device or the same service provided by a
business, and (3) are identified by the business as sharing the
continued on page 12
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EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR’S REPORT

THANK YOU for Your Membership in
the California Association of Collectors!
Kimberly Andosca
CAC Executive Director
As you read the updates from your CAC leadership, please consider adding your additional support to the CAC PAC fund for 2020.

others to help us. This means the Leadership of both Houses as
well as Committee Chairs and Vice Chairs.

A pledge of $500 will go a long way to win decisively for our industry. Here’s where the money will go:

These are real, tangible benefits that will help each and every
collection agency in California!

• First priority: The Legislature is in a constant state of change.
Members leave, new Members get elected … a record number
in California’s recent election. Before California passed term
limits, that was not the case. A small interest group like CAC
must move quickly to educate new Members on our industry,
and probably defuse long-held incorrect impressions of the
collection industry. Your contributions assure we will meet
them even before they arrive in Sacramento early next year.
• Second priority: A small group like ours needs to have the
leadership of both Houses know us and our issues. We do not
have the capacity to be a major player with the Legislators, so
we are left to be known by those Legislators who can influence

By providing just $500 to CAC’s PAC Fund you will become an
integral part of the history-making team that continues to protect
the California Collection Industry.

continued from page 11

Closing

same group account or unique identifier.” When a household
does not have a “password protected account with a business,”
the revisions clarify a business does not need to comply with
a household’s request to know or delete unless three conditions are met: (1) all consumers in the household “jointly
request access,” (2) the business is able to “individually” verify
each household member (note, the revisions clarify that if a
household member is under the age of 13, parental consent
must be provided), and (3) the business is able to verify that
“each member making the request is currently a member of
the household.”

Overall, the revisions do help companies better operationalize the CCPA. It is clear the AG is trying to provide clarifications for companies that are not internet-based companies.
However, many questions remain. For example, how far does
the Gramm-Leach-Bliley (GLBA) exception stretch? If a debt
collector is a service provider to a non-profit, and non-profits are not subject to the CCPA, should that non-profit still
execute a CCPA addendum with its service providers since
the regulations state that a business that provides services
to an organization that is not a business is still required to
follow the CCPA? Thinking of a consumer’s experience on a
telephone call, can the AG authorize an abbreviated version of
the required notice at the time of collection? Do debt collectors have to treat licensed attorneys as service providers under
the CCPA? For example, a business may share a consumer’s
personal information with its outside legal counsel when
defending against a consumer lawsuit. Is this kind of information exchange subject to the CCPA, wherein a company would
need to have the law firm sign and agree not to sell personal
information? Outside legal counsels do not “sell” consumer
information they receive from their clients, as this would be
contrary to the Rules of Professional Conduct governing lawyers. In a similar vein, is information exchanged with other
professionals, such as external auditors, CPAs, and tax firms,
subject to the CCPA? It would be helpful for the AG to provide
clarity on these kinds of things .

For authorized agents, the revisions clarify that when an agent
makes a request on behalf of a consumer: (1) a business may ask
the consumer to provide the authorized agent with written and
signed permission evidencing that the agent is authorized to act
on the consumer’s behalf, (2) a business may verify the authorized agent’s own identity, and (3) a business may require the
consumer to “[d]irectly confirm with the business” that he/she
provided the authorized agent permission to submit the request.
The revisions further clarify that an authorized agent must
“implement and maintain reasonable security procedures and
practices to protect the consumer’s information” and that they
may not “use a consumer’s personal information, or any other information collected from or about the consumer, for any purpose
other than to fulfill the consumer’s requests, for verification, or
for fraud prevention.”
12
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We are asking you and all of your colleagues in the industry to write
a check for $500 (or any amount you can provide) to the CAC PAC
Fund. You know where the money will go and what it will do. Now,
it’s up to you.
Contributions in any amount may also be made by credit card at:
https://www.efundraisingconnections.com/c/CalifAssoofCollectorsPAC/
Thank you for your generous help!

Is there Growth in the Collections Industry?
By Harry Strausser | Director, Education and Membership Development, ACA International

T

he collections industry has weathered several years of turmoil and instability. Firms have closed, sold or struggled
to keep their proverbial heads above water and just survive. Although some verticals have maintained a robust outlook,
for most it has been painful. Add the regulatory and compliance
dynamics and it is safe to say that most in our industry wouldn’t
categorize the last 5 to 7 years as a fun time!
Many believe that the winds of change are subsiding, and it might
be time to get our bearings once again and think about the growth of
our organizations. A popular quote I have used often states, “Change
is inevitable. Growth is optional.” Not everyone wants to grow their
organizations. Some are happy where they’re at, and that is ok. But if
you are part of the emerging industry segment that sees optimism in
our future and sunny skies ahead, you might want to read on!
I recently participated in a webinar with Accountsrecovery.net
on this very topic. Here are the highlights of the discussion:
Is now a good time to grow your collection firm? It is always
a good time to grow! If we don’t grow, then we stay the same and
risk losing ground in our organizations. For those firms that have
survived recent industry challenges they find themselves in a market with very few new entrants/competitors. There are opportunities that abound for those that want to gain a larger market share
or expand into new verticals. The time may be perfect for growth.
What are some pros and cons of growth? A certain pro is that
growth, if managed correctly, can add revenue to your bottom
line and opportunities for current staff to rise to new positions
of leadership. As you gain additional market share, and perform,
your increased notoriety in market segments can give your firm
momentum for continued forward movement. With growth,
however, comes challenges. You will have to establish and/or bolster your training programs, focus on skill development of your
staff and address any additional compliance issues that might
come with new industries you penetrate.
Is it better to grow organically or via acquisition? It makes sense
that growth often comes to fruition by the careful and strategic
application of the sales process. Most agree, in the programs I have
conducted over the years, that organic growth is difficult and hard
to maintain. One of the core frustrations of most organizations has
been the flat level of sales they have endured. The good news is that
there are many opportunities today to grow via acquisition. The
M&A firms typically only handle the deals over $5 million in fees
but there are many small companies with solid clientele with fees $1
million or less that are happy to work a deal. Let your competitors
know you are in an acquisition mode. Get the word out. Often, these
deals are relationship based and owners don’t respond well to the
cold call or form letter received in the mail.
Do you build up your infrastructure before acquiring new
clients or should you get the new business first? Growth is not

good just for the sake of getting bigger. This should be a strategic process and so I believe that you need to build the machine
before going to production! There have been many failure stories
in the industry where firms were not prepared for growth relative
to staffing, technology, education and compliance and failed miserably. There are times when a huge opportunity presents itself to
your organization. Perhaps a client that could double your size.
Part of being strategic is also knowing when to say “no”. Start a
strategic planning process and determine the level of growth and
desired direction and then apply the plan.
Is it good to grow by adding more clients or by expanding
products and services to your current clientele? There has always been a sentiment in business that “it is easier to upsell your
current clients than to find new clients”. I’ve owned a retail floral
business for 22 years and we always ask a customer if they want
to add a balloon, card, or a box of candy to their floral order. I
can add a $5.00 balloon to a $25.00 bouquet and increase the sale
by 20% instantly. Not as simple in the collections industry, but
I have always maintained and embraced a culture in my collection firm that provided a consultative relationship to our clients.
We were the firm that had the answers and creatively worked to
troubleshoot challenges in the client’s world. Often, new services
develop out of this heightened level of understanding.
Can you maintain your company’s identity and culture as
you grow? Your corporate core values and mission statement
should always survive transitional growth. Decide what you are
about and stick to that culture. But when it comes to servicing
and fees, often firms find themselves needing to adjust their approach, client services and work models commensurate with the
fees provided in a contract. About the time I was selling my firm
in May 2017 a 25-year client advised that they were acquired by
a mega medical corporation and that to continue as their agency
we would have to lower our fee from 22% to 11%. You can’t offer
the same services for half the compensation.
The good news is that we are back to talking about forward industry movement and our ability to gain some traction if you want
to stay in the game. Now might be an ideal time to access industry
training and attend industry conferences, many of which feature
programs on this growth topic. Talk to peers that have grown via
various avenues and discuss their experiences. Learn from where we
have been and look optimistically toward tomorrow.
We would like to thank the many industry professionals that
responded to our request for ideas! We continually welcome
thoughts and best practices from our readers. Feel free to send
us your feedback for possible inclusion in a future column. Until
next time, I’m in a collection office near you!
Please feel free to contact Harry Strausser at: harrystrausser@
gmail.com
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CAC PAC Fund Contribution
_______________________________________________________
Company

_______________________________________________________

Address

City

St.

Zip

_______________________________________________________

Owner(s) name

_______________________________
Phone

_______________________________________________________
Email address

Member Challenge Donation: $1,500 annually
Please accept my one-time PAC Donation in the amount of $ ____________
Pease accept my monthly recurring PAC Donation of $ __________
Beginning on ___________ and authorized for _________ number of months.
Visa

MasterCard

American Express

________________________________________________________

Card Number
________________
Exp. Date

_____________
Security number

________________________________________________________
Name Printed on Card

________________________________________________________
Signature

You May Also Pay by Check (payable to CAC PAC) or go to
http://calcollectors.net/legislative/index.asp to have a recurring
donation charged to your credit card.

Please complete and return this form with your payment to:
CAC PAC
One Capitol Mall, Suite 800
Sacramento, CA 95814
Or by fax to (916) 444-7462
Questions? Contact Kim Andosca, CAC Executive Director, by
Phone: (916) 929-2125 or Email: kandosca@amgroup.us

Contributions or gifts to CAC PAC are not deductible as charitable contributions for Federal Income Tax purposes !
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One Capitol Mall, Suite 800
Sacramento, CA 95814

